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Department
Author of the course
Valdis Muktupāvels
Summary of the course
The objective of the course is to introduce different aspects of Latvian musical culture, to reveal its
universal and specific features and to show its place and meaning in the life of the Latvian people, thus
providing students with the necessary background knowledge to discuss and to evaluate this music.
Different kinds of music and its contexts are presented: from traditional to modern and postmodern.
Archaic vocal forms, main genres and contexts of traditional vocal music are discussed, including music
of historical minorities. The main functional groups of musical instruments – shepherd, ritual, ceremonial,
signalization, magic and dance music instruments, and psaltery kokles – are characterized. The main
religions and their musical practices are briefly touched. Academic (classical) music is presented from
national romanticism and choral singing to minimalism and other modern developments. Different forms
of musical folklorism – from staged folklorism to folklore movement and postfolklore – are discussed.
Also, popular music scene is discussed, focusing on different forms of pop, rock, jazz and the recent
developments and paying certain attention to social singing and its repertoire.
Besides theoretical discourse, students get a certain listening experience, thus enabling them to develop a
personalized viewpoint on Latvian music matters. No special musical education is required.

Plan of workshops
Theme

Week

Type of class
and hours

Lecturers

Introduction: identity of Latvian musical culture
Traditional vocal and instrumental music
Traditional music
Main religions and their musical practices
Academic music
Song (and dance) celebration
Composed music
Musical folklorism
Popular music
Individual research work

1.
2.–4.
5.
6.
7.–8.
9.
10.
11.–12.
13.–14.
15.–16.

lecture 2h
lecture 6h
seminar 2h
lecture 2h
lecture 4h
lecture 2h
seminar 2h
lecture 4h
lecture 4h
seminar 4h
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Requirements for ECTS credits
Obtaining listening experience 20%, active participation in seminars 30%, research paper and its
presentation 50%
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